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A THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE EFFECT OF BONE DEFECTS ON ANTERIOR SHOULDER INSTABILITY: A FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH

PIYUSH WALIA

ABSTRACT

Presence of either a Hill Sachs or a Bony Bankart lesion has been indicated as a possible cause of subluxation and anterior shoulder dislocation. Previous studies have investigated only effects of these isolated lesions on the glenohumeral instability of the shoulder. The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the effect of both Bony Bankart lesion and Hill-Sachs lesion in the glenohumeral joint on the stability of the shoulder. We hypothesize that as the size of the lesion increases, the glenohumeral joint’s stability will decrease. We further hypothesize that the presence of both defects together will reduce the glenohumeral joint’s stability to an even greater extent. Finite element analysis approach was utilized to model the glenohumeral joint in combination with the intact humerus and the glenoid. The model was developed for the cartilage and the bone of the glenoid and the humerus, using the data from classical research papers. Different sets of simulation were run with both isolated and combined defects to analyze the reaction forces and calculate distance to dislocation. The experiments were analyzed using statistical analysis with displacement control. The results from the study predicted a theoretical model which explains the direct correlation between the anterior stability of glenohumeral joint and the size of the defect. It was found that, with the increase in size of the defect, the distance to dislocation decreased and so does the stability. Presence of both the lesions simultaneously further decreased the glenohumeral stability, for some cases it decreased to zero percent. This data was consistent with our second hypothesis.
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R  Radius of the circle  m

Rg  Radius of the glenoid  m

Rh  Radius of humeral head  m

E  Young’s Modulus of Elasticity  Pa or N/m²

ν  Poisson’s ratio

C₁₀  The neo-Hookean material constant  Pa or N/m²

D₁₀  The neo-Hookean material constant  Pa or N/m²

Fx  Reaction force in x-direction of the global coordinates  N

RFH  Peak reaction force acting on the humerus in x-direction  N
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The shoulder’s glenohumeral joint is vital to performing activities of daily living, which often require a great range of motion. This joint sustains large amounts of strain during repeated motion in aggressive activities, such as professional sports. Being the most mobile joint in the body, it allows one to move his or her shoulder through a wide arc of motion. One can adduct and abduct his or her shoulder at different angles, providing external and internal rotation of the arm. The glenohumeral joint permits a wider range of motion than any other joint in the body, and provides stability and flexibility in activities like baseball pitching, wrestling, and tennis (Figure -1).
**Figure 1.** Some activities showing different range of motion of shoulder.

The primary drawback to the large range of motion of the glenohumeral joint is tendency to become pathologically unstable. Instability can result a fall or impact while participating in sports. In the United States, approximately 1.7% of the general population experiences anterior shoulder dislocation. Similar injuries are seen more frequently during contact sports and military activities. The incidence of dislocation in athletes has been reported to be near 4-5% by Owens et al. Such a high rate of dislocations among general population and athletes is a matter of concern for sports medicine. Insufficient knowledge about treatment options is due to a lack of research on joint stability and repair procedures to restore stability. Thus, there is a need for further research studies addressing shoulder instability. Recurrent dislocation is commonly seen in baseball pitchers, football players and downhill skiers, because these sports indulge a lot of pressure on the shoulder shown in Figure 2 below.
Instability of the shoulder is described as the condition which can lead to recurrent dislocation of the shoulder. It is believed that the glenohumeral joint’s instability is primarily a result of two factors. First, is the natural anatomy of the glenohumeral joint, which has a great mismatch between the articular surface of humeral head and glenoid; the humerus being larger.59 The glenoid fossa’s shallowness also contributes to instability and the glenoid’s smaller surface area of contact leads to abnormalities.24,37,41,59 The second factor is injury due to trauma. The reasons for trauma can be a direct fall on the shoulder or a sports related injury. The other reasons described by Bigliani et al. for the occurrence of the shoulder’s instability are the laxity of the rotator cuff muscle, defects in the connective tissues and repeated injury leading to the chronic disorders.8 Repeated dislocation due to unsuccessful surgery can also lead to osteoarthritis.

During an acute injury a compression fracture can occur in the bony surface of the glenoid or humeral head. The two common bony lesions leading to glenohumeral instability are the Hill Sachs lesion and Bony Bankart lesion.17 The Hill Sachs defect is a grooved defect with loss of bone from the upper tuberosity of the humeral head.

Figure 2. Some activities involving extreme load conditions on the shoulder.
described by Hill and Sach in 1940. A Bony Bankart lesion is the detachment of the glenoid labrum from the glenoid rim and loss of bone at the glenoid rim. Treatment for both of these types of lesions may require repair of the bone defect or even total shoulder replacement, depending upon the size and nature of the defect. The most common method for the treatment is isolated soft tissue repair, where bone defects are left untreated. This is due to the fact that little evidence based guidelines for the treatment of bony defects. Surgeries are tedious and time consuming. Therefore, further data is needed to convince the surgeon to perform surgery instead of tissue repair.

The study by Rowe et al. found that there has been nearly 76% of cases of shoulder dislocation with Hill Sachs defect, 84% with the Bony Bankart lesion and 31% had both Bony Bankart and Hill Sachs defect. Another study by Flinkkia et al. found that the incidence of recurrent instability for 182 patients from their study was approximately 19%. Recent research has focused on predicting the effect of the Bony Bankart lesion and the Hill-Sachs defect on glenohumeral joint’s instability. Some studies by authors like Itoi et al., Iannotti et al., Sekiya et al. and Kaar et al. have shown the adverse effects of lesions on the stability of glenohumeral joint. Also an inverse relationship has been found between the distance to dislocation and size of the defect. There have been many controversies regarding treatment options for the shoulder defects, due to limited data. While these studies have begun to answer fundamental questions for situations where an isolated defect is present, it is most common to have a defect on both the humeral head and glenoid. No study has evaluated the effects of the glenohumeral joint’s stability due to the presence of both Hill Sachs and Bony Bankart lesion simultaneously. Many authors have commented that glenohumeral stability will decrease
if both the lesions are present together. Studying the effects of combined defects in
glenohumeral joint will help us better understand the shoulder’s stability. Further
research will help gain information about better surgical techniques and treatment options
for different lesions present in the joint.

The complex anatomy of the glenohumeral joint limits the ability of researchers to
investigate mechanically both Hill Sachs and Bony Bankart lesions together in a cadaver
study. The high cost related to more number of specimens and complex equipment
required for the cadaveric study is another disadvantage. The aim of this study was to
show a theoretical relationship between combined defects and shoulder stability. To
achieve our objective, a finite element representation of the glenohumeral joint was
developed and static translational analyses were performed. Various combination of the
defects sizes at two different abduction angles of arms were simulated to observe changes
in stability. The novelty of this study is that it addresses the specific case when the
combined effects of Bony Bankart and Hill Sachs lesions are encountered, through a
finite element analysis approach. The results from this study will be beneficial for the
surgical treatment of shoulder stability. This will enable the patient to return back to a
normal state of stability and ultimately, reduce the need for repeated shoulder surgeries.
We hypothesize that as the size of the lesion increases, the glenohumeral joint’s stability
will decrease. We further hypothesize that presence of both defects together will reduce
the glenohumeral joint’s stability to an even greater extent than the presence of an
individual defect.
Background

1.1 Anatomy of the shoulder

The shoulder is made up of different bones, joints, ligaments and capsule. The different joints of a shoulder complex are Scapulothoracic joint, Sternoclavicular joint, Acromioclavicular joint and Glenohumeral Joint. The other components are Scapular Ligaments, and Glenohumeral capsule. The bony anatomy of the shoulder includes Humerus, Scapula and Clavicle as shown in Figure 3. The different components are described below.

1.1.1 Humerus

The humerus is the longest bone in the upper extremity of a body, whose head is similar to shape of a half spheroid. The head of the humerus is inclined with the shaft of the bone at an angle of about 130° at the anatomical neck and has a retroversion angle of 26° to 31° from the medial and lateral epicondylar plane. The humerus is
considered to have more surface area of contact as compared to glenoid\textsuperscript{41}. In the contact sports, sometimes the substantial force acting on the shoulder can lead to the glenohumeral joint’s dislocation. It can happen with or without the possibility of fracture at proximal humeral head. The defect in the upper tuberosity of the humerus is called the Hill Sachs lesion. The problem of the humerus fracture increase with age after 40 years due to the osteoporosis\textsuperscript{59}.

1.1.2 Scapula

Scapula is a “thin and large triangle shape bone situated on the posterolateral aspect of the thorax”, overlying ribs which serves as a point of attachment for different muscles.\textsuperscript{59} It has some soft tissues which provide little cushioning that may lead to the fractures through indirect trauma. The base of the acromion is formed by the superior and lateral extension of the supraspinatus muscle which is separated from infraspinatus by the superior process or spine.\textsuperscript{16} The spine has the function of the insertion of the trapezium muscle and as the origin point of the posterior deltoid muscle.\textsuperscript{59} The acromion serves as the function of the lever arm of the deltoid which articulates with the distal end of the clavicle. The acromion form the roof surface for the rotator cuff, any variations in the acromial surface can cause wear of the rotator cuff causing impingements.\textsuperscript{59} These types of impingements are most commonly seen in the overhead athletes due to repeated movements.\textsuperscript{62} The role of the scapula is to act as a linkage between the proximal and distal parts of the body. It also provides the motion along the thoracic wall.\textsuperscript{16}

1.1.3 Clavicle

The clavicle is a bony strut which provide connection between “the trunk and the shoulder girdle via the sternoclavicular joint medially and acromioclavicular joint
The long axis of the clavicle has been found to have double curves. The tubular medial third is able to take some axial loading and the flat outer third portion is helpful in the attachment of the muscles and the ligaments. The middle third area is considered to be weak being very thin, which can be the reason why it’s more prone to fractures. The clavicle has many advantages, it helps to protect neurovascular structure by acting as a barrier, it also helps to stabilize the shoulder complex from displacing from its original position and it act as a point for the attachment of various muscles and ligaments. An injury between the scapula and clavicle of the joint can lead to shoulder separation. The Figure 4 below shows components of the shoulder joint.

Figure 4. The different joints of the shoulder are (a) Acromion process; (b) Acromioclavicular joint; (c) Clavicle; (d) Sternoclavicular joint; (e) Sternal manubrium; (f) 1st through 3rd Ribs; (g) Scapulothoracic joint; (h) Glenohumeral joint; (i) Coracoid process.
1.1.4 Glenohumeral joint

The glenohumeral joint comprises the concave glenoid fossa of the scapula and the sphere shaped humeral head.\textsuperscript{57} This joint is similar to a ball-socket joint. The stability of the shoulder is provided by many static and dynamic stabilizers.\textsuperscript{2,46,59} Other static stabilizers working in conjunction with the glenohumeral joint are as follows: glenohumeral ligaments and the glenoid labrum which is the fibro-cartilaginous rim attached around the margin of the glenoid cavity.\textsuperscript{3,13,46,57} The dynamic stabilizers are the muscles and tendons of the rotator cuff.\textsuperscript{2} These all contribute to stabilization of the shoulder in static and dynamic loading. The glenohumeral joint is largely mobile despite its mismatch between the articular surface of the humeral head and glenoid; the humerus being larger. The humeral head has approximately 20-30\% of contact with the glenoid fossa at any given time.\textsuperscript{54,59} In the glenohumeral joint, the humeral head is precisely constrained within 1-2 mm of the center of the glenoid during the rotation and arc of motion.\textsuperscript{2,59} The muscle forces acting on the humerus produces concavity compression effects directed towards the glenoid center. The stabilizing effect is produced by the articular surface and capsulolabral.\textsuperscript{38,59} Concavity compression is described to be an important stabilization principle for the glenohumeral joint. Lippitt et al also made some efforts to explain the other stabilizing principle of the joint and they called it: scapulohumeral balance.\textsuperscript{38} They described this principal as balancing act involving a large round ball and seal, stating that the “seal position a ball on its nose so that the weight of the ball stay in line with nose”.\textsuperscript{38} Similarly the humeral head is balanced in the glenoid if the net joint reaction forces passes through the glenoid fossa. Whenever there is abnormality or change in the bony anatomy of the glenohumeral joint due to injury or
trauma, the shoulder’s instability can be seen. Muscles associated with the glenohumeral joint are the deltoid muscle and the rotator cuff muscle, which are discussed below.

The deltoid muscle is an important component of the shoulder. Being the largest muscle in this region, it converges to humerus shaft and covers a majority of the proximal portion of the humerus. Deltoid muscle provides largest movement to the arm during elevation. It also has a large correctional area as well. Rotator cuff (also a muscle) helps the arm to move in the space, these are located below the deltoid muscle. Rotator cuff comprises of four muscles, which are the subscapularis, the supraspinatus, the infraspinatus, and the teres minor. The most powerful rotator cuff muscle is the subscapularis muscle. The rotator cuff provides stability to the shoulder through the mechanisms of joint compression and coordinated contraction of the rotator cuff. The humeral head is guided into the glenoid through full range of motion. Another part of the glenohumeral joint is the glenoid labrum; it is the fibrocartilage ring that is present on the circumference of the glenoid fossa. The labrum cartilage is comprised of collagen fibers layers, which provides cushioning and stabilization effect. It tends to increase the extent of the conforming articular surface, which further increases the area of contact, providing stability to the joint. Cartilage allows the smooth frictionless rotation between the glenoid and humeral head. One of the important roles of the labrum is that it increases the depth of the glenoid in the anteroposterior from 2.5 to 5 mm and in the superior-inferior plane concavity is deepened by 9 mm. The glenohumeral ligamentous is attached to fibrocartilagious ring.
1.1.5 Glenohumeral capsule

The glenohumeral capsule permits the unrestricted movement of the glenohumeral joint, which is strengthened by the rotator cuff and other glenohumeral ligaments.\textsuperscript{3, 13, 57} The capsule is a specialized space which includes the superior glenohumeral ligament, the middle glenohumeral ligament, the anterior band of the inferior glenohumeral ligament and the posterior band of the inferior glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{3, 43} The capsule has larger surface area, about twice the surface area of the humeral head. ‘The anterior of the capsule has distinct thickenings called glenohumeral ligaments’.\textsuperscript{41} The ligaments act as the static stabilizer for the glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{46, 57} The study by O’Brien et al. also stated that earlier the ligaments were considered as thickening in the glenohumeral joint capsule but now they are proven to play an important role in the glenohumeral joint’s stability.\textsuperscript{46} Recently, the coracohumeral ligament has been discovered to have a greater surface area than the superior glenohumeral ligament, and coracohumeral ligament has more strength and loading capacity.\textsuperscript{37} In conclusion, they all are equally important in glenohumeral joint.

The superior glenohumeral and the coracohumeral ligament functions simultaneously to limit the inferior translation and the external rotation in an adducted arm. The coracohumeral ligament is parallel to the superior glenohumeral ligament which helps in restricting the translation movement. When the arm is adducted, the middle glenohumeral ligament limits the external rotation and inferior translation and also limits the anterior translation with arm abducted at 45° having external rotation.\textsuperscript{46} Another ligament, the inferior glenohumeral ligament has been found to comprise of two parts, i.e. a superior band and an axillary pouch.\textsuperscript{46, 60} The inferior glenohumeral ligament has the
function of static stabilizer when the arm is rotated externally and abducted to 45º to 90º. Some other important functions of the capsule are support for the synovial membrane, act as a restraint, a watertight seal, and provide an extension of periarticular tendon insertions. The Figure 5 shows the various components and ligaments of the shoulder joint complex.

![Figure 5: Glenohumeral joint ligaments](image)

**Figure 5** - Glenohumeral joint ligaments

**1.2 Normative glenohumeral joint anatomy**

For modeling the glenohumeral joint for experimental analysis we require the radius of the curvature of the articular bones and the articular cartilage. These dimensions were taken from the literature data available from classical research papers. We assumed the approximate geometry of the glenoid and humerus and based our study on the sample data available from the past studies. The size of the glenoid was also taken from previous research done by peer researchers. The work done by researchers like Louis J Soslowsky et al., JP Iannotti et al., L. F. De Wilde et al., Mallon et al., Jobe et al., Wataru et al., and
Kelkar et al contributed to gather important information about the shape, geometry, and size of various components of the glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{12, 14, 26, 31, 33, 39, 44, 58, 61, 63} For our study, we chose the radius of curvature of the glenoid bone to be 34.56 mm and the radius of the curvature of the glenoid cartilage to be 26.37 mm taken from the study done by Soslowsky et al. These values were taken from the data of the male population with ages ranging from 49 to 90 years, average age being 72 years.\textsuperscript{26, 49, 58} The radius of curvature for the humerus articular bone is 26.10 mm and the radius of curvature of the cartilage for the humeral head is 26.85 mm.\textsuperscript{26, 58} The other dimensions of the glenoid have been adequately described by authors like Iannotti et al., Wilde et al., Kwon et al., and others.\textsuperscript{14, 26, 36} From the previous research, the dimension of the superior-inferior is 39 ± 3.5 mm and the dimension of the anterior-posterior position is 29 ± 3.2 mm, i.e. distance between A-B and C-D as shown in the Figure 6.\textsuperscript{7, 14, 26, 30, 36, 39}

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** The glenoid geometry where A-B describes the dimension of the superior-inferior and C-D describes the dimension of the anterior-posterior.\textsuperscript{14}
The humerus cartilage is thicker at the center and thinner at the periphery of the humerus.\textsuperscript{68} Whereas, it is opposite for glenoid, which is thinner at the center (bare spot) and thicker at the periphery, as explained by Soslowsky et al.\textsuperscript{41, 58} The thickness at the center of the humerus cartilage is 2.03 mm and for that of glenoid is 1.14 mm.\textsuperscript{20, 58} All the selected values were considered from the data available on the male model. We chose to select the male gender for our study because most of the recurrent dislocation problems have been found in the male population as described by Owens et al.\textsuperscript{47, 48} Pearl et al. contributed in describing the humeral shaft angle (HSA), which is 40.7° ± 4.7° as shown in the Figure 7 below\textsuperscript{49}. The same results have been shown by some other researchers like Iannotti, who showed the neck shaft angle to be 134.7°.\textsuperscript{29, 49} The right Figure shows the assembled view of the glenohumeral joint with humerus at 40.7° abduction.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7.png}
\caption{Humeral Shaft angle (HSA), whose average value is 40.7 degree, and on right is the assembly view of the glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{49}}
\end{figure}
The glenohumeral joint and scapulothoracic joint move relative to one another, the ratio of movement of the glenohumeral joint to the scapulothoracic joint is 2:1.\textsuperscript{16} It means that if the arm has to abduct at an angle of 90° then the humerus rotate at an angle of 60° but the scapula will rotate at an angle of 30°, the Figure 8 explains this.\textsuperscript{27}

30 degrees of glenohumeral abduction = 45 degrees of arm abduction

60 degrees of glenohumeral abduction = 90 degrees of arm abduction

\textbf{Figure 8.} Detailed description of the Scapula and the Humerus abduction.\textsuperscript{1}

1.3 Instability of shoulder joint

The stability of a joint is important for joint function. Similarly the stability of the glenohumeral joint is important for our body. Different ligaments, muscles, tendons, and other components of the glenohumeral joint play an important role in the stability of the shoulder. As described by Lippitt et al., the concavity compression effect helps to improve the stability.\textsuperscript{38} This effect can be explained as when the convex humeral head
exerts pressure centered towards the concave glenoid; the concavity of the glenoid increases, hence, producing a stabilizing effect. The labrum at the glenoid fossa also has an advantage in the stability of the joint, as it increases the depth of the glenoid concavity and also increases the surface area of contact. The stability of the glenohumeral joint is also improved by different stabilizers, i.e. static and dynamic stabilizers. The glenohumeral ligaments which are one of the stabilizers play an important role in the glenohumeral stability. The functions of the ligaments have been explained by Turkel et al., who suggested that the shoulder at 0º abduction maintains stability due to the subscapularis muscle; at 45º abduction the subscapularis, middle glenohumeral ligament and the anterosuperior fibers of the inferior glenohumeral ligament provide stability. At about 90º of abduction during the external rotation of the shoulder, the inferior glenohumeral ligament prevents dislocation. The glenoid has a smaller surface area of contact as compared to that of humeral head, which also affects the stability. One of the other factors for instability is the shallowness of the glenoid fossa. The glenohumeral joint’s stability worsens with the occurrence of lesions in either of the humerus, the glenoid or the labrum, which increases the probability of anterior dislocation.

The other reason found responsible for the anterior dislocation and instability of the shoulder is laxity of the ligaments and the rotarcuff. Rowe et al have put a lot of effort into explaining defects like the Bony Bankart lesion and the Hill-Sachs lesion; these lesions contribute to the anterior dislocation of the shoulder. Both the defects are shown below in the Figure 9. Furthermore it has been explained that, due to the repeated injury in the glenohumeral joint, a person can become more susceptible to
recurrent dislocations. This may limit the movement of the shoulder to a greater extent.\textsuperscript{5, 52, 53} As explained earlier, the defect in the humeral head with erosion of cartilage and bony surface against the glenoid rim is known as the Hill Sachs defect, and the defect in the glenoid with loss of bone and detachment of the labrum is known as Bony Bankart lesion.\textsuperscript{5, 10, 56, 64} With the Hill Sachs lesion, the convexity of the humeral head is lost and thus the humeral head is not able to compress the concave glenoid to achieve the concavity compression effect for stabilizing the glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{38, 56} Rowe et al. explained that the most common reason for the recurrent dislocation and subluxation of the shoulder is the Bony Bankart lesion; also the excessive laxity of the capsule contributed to instability. The Hill Sachs defect was another important factor for the recurrent dislocation of the shoulder found by their group.\textsuperscript{52, 53} Many authors have tried to explain through cadaveric studies that a single defect in either the glenoid or the humeral head will lead to a decrease in the stability ratio of the glenohumeral joint and the distance to dislocation decreases with an increase in the size of the defect.\textsuperscript{27, 32, 56} A recent study by Wadjaja et al. stressed the anterior dislocation of the shoulder by correlating the presence of both the Bony Bankart and Hill Sachs lesion.\textsuperscript{64} They did a statistical study for 61 patients between the years of 2003 and 2005, and concluded that when a Hill Sachs lesion is found in a plain radiograph, it can be useful in the prediction of the Bony Bankart lesion. Both these lesions are causes of the anterior dislocation in the shoulder.\textsuperscript{64} Chaipat et al. also showed through the magnetic resonance imaging technique that the traumatic anterior dislocation can result in the tearing of the anterior inferior labrum and even loss of the bony structure from the anterior inferior portion of the glenoid rim.\textsuperscript{11}
1.4 Significance of FEA in biomechanics

Finite element analysis (FEA) has been an important tool in the field of biomechanics and orthopedics. It has many useful applications for researchers, in particular the study of joint mechanics, tissue modeling and prosthetic engineering. The flexibility, smaller work, and lower cost for the FEA have led to its popularity in the field in the Biomechanics. With the advancement of the computing technology, FEA also have seen a widespread in the bioengineering industry. Richmond et al. took an effort to explain that FEA has derived from the mathematical models made in the past.\textsuperscript{51} FEA software uses a numerical method solver based on applications and mathematical models made in the past. This type of computational analysis has many advantages over testing models mechanically. Mechanical testing requires more time and investment as lot of cost is involved with animal study and human specimens. The testing of specimens

\begin{figure}
  \centering
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  \caption{Dislocated shoulder with Hill Sachs lesion and Bony Bankart lesion.\textsuperscript{64}}
\end{figure}
requires separate fixture and equipment, adding to the cost and time associated with a particular experiment.

The flexibility of the FEA allows the user to perform experiment under different conditions and with multiple material properties. FEA is used to test the interaction between bone and prosthesis, understand joint motion mechanics, stress and strain calculation for tissues and tendon.\textsuperscript{25, 50, 66} A contribution of FEA is in the area of pre-clinical testing of the implant device for interaction with the body, which allows researchers to obtain knowledge about the biomechanics of the musculoskeletal joints and research about tissue mechanisms, mechanics, growth and degeneration.\textsuperscript{50} One of the biggest advantages of FEA is that patient specific model can be generated from the MRI and CT images and the material properties are selected accordingly from the previous literature data. From the images we can get the exact dimensions about geometry of the specimen of interest. The patient specific modeling will help to improve surgery outcomes. The analysis can be done non-invasively to know the characteristics of the bone prosthesis to be implanted before the operation. The analysis process using the FEA can be computed in much less time depending on the complexity and simulations can be performed at any number of iterations desired by the user.

Previous studies of finite element model of the glenohumeral joint have tried to analyze the effects of the glenohumeral capsule and ligaments on the stability of the shoulder but no study have looked at the bone defects in the glenohumeral joint.\textsuperscript{15, 18, 23} Some studies analyzed the kinematics of the glenohumeral joint after the total shoulder arthroplasty. There are many studies which have analyzed the finite element model for the glenohumeral capsule since it contributes more towards the stability of the shoulder.\textsuperscript{9}
The bone defects also contribute a lot to instability, larger the bone defect more unstable the shoulder becomes. The larger bone defects have been found to affect the glenohumeral capsule as it gets lax due to the recurrent dislocation of the shoulder. For our study we chose to analyze the effects of isolated and combined bone defects with the help of finite element modeling.

Once we have the 3-D geometry of the model or design with few assumptions about the boundary conditions. For mathematical model we will make the free body diagram and make assumptions about the geometry, which may be different from the actual case. FEA also allows us to understand the nature of the forces, their magnitude, and material deformation occurring throughout the body. In additional to all of these computations, FEA goes beyond mechanical testing providing specific failure point data. Number of different variables can be computed by running one simulation from the field and history outputs.

1.5 Relevance-Aims and need of study

With the rise in the number of problems of dislocations, the shoulder’s instability among the athletes and the general population is an important topic to be addressed. This has been a major topic of interest among researchers as clear knowledge about the glenohumeral joint’s instability is not available. It is important to know how a particular kind of lesion with relation to the size of the lesion should be treated so that a person can return to the normal activity in his or her daily life. The cause of the defect can be a fall on the shoulder or trauma during aggressive activities like professional sports.
This study aims to explore the theoretical relationship between the interactions of the two major lesions in the glenohumeral joint of the shoulder. The effects on the glenohumeral joint’s stability related to different sizes of the Bony Bankart and the Hill Sachs lesions were studied at arm abduction angle of 45º and 90º. Then both the defects were tested simultaneously with different sets and a combination of the defect sizes. The result of the study will predict the stability ratio of the glenohumeral joint and the also the distance to dislocation will be reported depending on the different cases. The findings of the study will provide us with a clear picture about the shoulder’s instability depending upon the nature and size of the defect. The study also tried to look how two smaller defects present at the same time in both the glenoid and the humerus effect the stability in comparison to the single larger defect. The results from which may have a clinical importance in understanding the importance of the different lesion with respect to their sizes. We hypothesize that as the size of the lesion increases, the glenohumeral joint’s stability will decrease. We further hypothesize that the presence of both defects together will reduce the glenohumeral joint’s stability to a greater extent than the presence of an individual defect.
CHAPTER II

METHODS

For the study we modeled three-dimensional glenohumeral joint components using the software package Rhinoceros 3D (Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, WA, USA) for geometry construction, which is a stand-alone, commercial NURBS-based 3-D modeling tool and TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc, Livermore, CA, USA) for meshing of the geometry. A 3D hexahedral element mesh is generated for the glenoid and the humerus. The simulation of the joint loading and translation is performed using the FE software ABAQUS/6.9 Dassault Systèmes (Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). The study used static analysis for running simulations. The steps to draw the 3 D geometry and generate mesh for the model of the glenoid and the humeral head are explained below.

2.1 Generation of the geometry

The 3- dimensional model for glenoid and humerus were made using the software package Rhinoceros 3D and TrueGrid the steps for which are explained below:
2.1.1 Modeling the Glenoid

The model was made using Rhino. First start with the circle command and draw two circles. The first circle has a radius of 26.37 mm and the center at coordinates (0, 0), after that another circle of radius 34.5 mm is drawn at (0, 7.05) coordinates. The two lines are drawn one horizontal and another vertical intersecting each circle passing through coordinates (0, 0). Then the parts of the circle are trimmed so that arc is left only in the fourth quadrant as shown in Figure 10. Then a vertical axis is drawn so that both arcs can be revolved around that axis at an angle of 360°. Then on top of the hemisphere, a circle of 14.5 mm radius is drawn with center at (0, 0) coordinates. And a line of length 39 mm is drawn from one end of the circle. Then a spline is drawn passing through point (-14.5, 0); (0, 24.5) and (14.5, 0). After that we use the extrude cut command to get the desired shape of the glenoid, which looks similar to a pear. Then the model is saved in the form of iges file, so that it can be used in TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc, Livermore, CA, USA) for meshing.

![Figure 10. Revolution step to create geometry.](image)
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2.1.2 Modeling the humerus

The humerus was modeled using TrueGrid so that it can be modeled and meshed at the same time. First, a block was created and then in the block menu we used surface definition command to define the two surfaces for the circle. The center of the circle is at coordinates (0, 0, 0) and the radius is 26.10 mm. Then we draw another circle with center at coordinates (0, -1.28) and the radius of circle will be 26.85 mm. Then another surface definition is defined which will be a horizontal plane, the plane will cut the spheres into hemisphere which will look like the shape of the humeral head. These surfaces are used to mesh the model for the FEA simulations. The commands are given below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{block 1 8 16 23; 1 3; 1 8 16 23; 1 8 16 23; 1 3; 1 8 16 23} & \quad \text{Creating a block} \\
\text{sd 1 sp 0 0 0 26.10} & \quad \text{Defining surface definition} \\
\text{sd 2 sp 0 0 -1.28 26.85} & \\
\text{sd 3 plan 0 0 -10 0 0 1} &
\end{align*}
\]

2.2 Creation of mesh

Mesh creation is the important part of the computational biomechanics. If mesh is not created with proper selection of the element, mesh density, size of the element, and proper element orientation along the thickness, the results of the study can vary by large value and may affect the sensitivity analysis. For meshing the model we used hybrid 3D hexahedral elements (C3D8H). These element type has 8 nodes and 6 quadrilateral faces. Using hexahedral mesh than tetrahedron will result in lesser number of elements. The advantages of the hexahedral element are regularity, proper angle distribution and anisotropy. Even the tetrahedral quadratic type element provide good results in some of
the structural problems, but the results of hexahedral elements are much better than the tetrahedral element. The hexahedral element shows better convergence and sensitivity results to the mesh orientation\textsuperscript{55}. The reaction of hexahedral elements to the application of body loads will more precisely corresponds to loads similar to real world conditions.

### 2.2.1 Steps for generating the glenoid mesh

Using TrueGrid we created a block and imported the iges file of the model. A butterfly mesh was created by removing certain portion at the edges of the block and defining the block boundaries for a butterfly mesh. We used the block boundary command for all the edges and 4 block boundaries were defined. The reason we created a butterfly block is that, it is it takes the exact shape of the surface on which it is projected, being uniform all around the surface. It is useful where two surface have a contact and smooth translation is required. The next step was to move the mesh block close to the geometry of the glenoid. After this the faces and edges of the block were projected and attached respectively to the geometry using the projection and the attach command. Then we did surface and volumetric smoothing of the mesh using unifm command. Figure 11 below shows the meshed model of glenoid. The commands are shown below:

```
block 1 6 11 16; 1 6; 1 6 11 16; 1 6 11 16; 1 6; 1 6 11 16;  
creating a block
iges C:\users\piyush\desktop\newglenoid.igs 1 1  
importing the model
dei 1 2 0 3 4; 1 2; 1 2 0 3 4;  
deleting the corners of block for butterfly block
```
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Defining Block} & : \quad \begin{cases} 
\text{bb 3 1 3 3 2 4 1; } \\
\text{bb 3 1 3 4 2 3 1; } \\
\text{bb 3 1 2 4 2 2 2; } \\
\text{bb 3 1 1 3 2 2 2; } \\
\text{bb 2 1 1 2 2 3; } \\
\text{bb 1 1 2 2 2 3; } \\
\text{bb 2 1 3 2 2 4 4; } \\
\text{bb 1 1 3 2 2 3 4; }
\end{cases} \\
\text{Boundaries} & : \quad \begin{cases} 
\text{curs 1 2 4 4 2 4 44; } \\
\text{curs 1 2 1 4 2 1 44; } \\
\text{curs 1 2 1 1 2 4 44; } \\
\text{curs 4 2 1 4 2 4 44; }
\end{cases} \\
\text{Curve} & : \quad \begin{cases} 
\text{curs 4 1 1 4 1 4 39; } \\
\text{curs 1 1 1 1 4 39; } \\
\text{curs 1 1 4 1 1 39; } \\
\text{curs 1 1 4 4 1 4 39; }
\end{cases} \\
\text{Attachment} & : \quad \begin{cases} 
\text{sfi ; -2;;sd 4; } 
\end{cases} \\
\text{Surface projection} & : \quad \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
2.2.2 Steps for generating humeral head mesh

Using the surfaces created in the previous section 2.1.2, we mesh the geometry for the humeral head with help of TrueGrid using butterfly mesh as shown in Figure 12. Then the faces of the butterfly block are projected on to all the surfaces. At the end the unifm command is used to do surface and volumetric smoothing. The commands used for this are shown below:

```
block 1 8 16 23; 1 3; 1 8 16 23; 1 8 16 23; 1 3; 1 8 16 23
```

Figure 11. Glenoid geometry and mesh
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Figure 12. Humerus meshed geometry.
2.3 Material property definitions

After all the components were meshed in TrueGrid, the models were imported into Abaqus. Then we define the material properties for the cartilage as Neo-Hookean hyperelastic, incompressible material. As taken from a previous study by Buchler and Iannotti et al we selected the young’s modulus (E) to be 10 MPa and the Poisson’s ratio (ν) to be 0.4. We calculated the constants for material properties for hyper-elastic material using the equations 1 and 2 given below. The value of $D_{10}$ constant to be used for the Abaqus can be derived from equation 3 given below. The Table 1 shows values for the constants. After the material property has been defined, we establish different section definition for humerus and glenoid cartilage. Then we define the section property by selecting the elements of the humerus and the glenoid.

$$C_{10} = \frac{E}{4(1 + \nu)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$D_{10} = \frac{E}{6(1 - 2\nu)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$D_{10}’ = \frac{1}{D_{10}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Table 1. Values of the material constants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constants</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{10}$</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{10}$</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{10}’$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Steps for the assembly of the model

The two rigid body points are created using Abaqus, one point at coordinates (0, 0) and other at coordinates (0, -40). These rigid body points are considered as rigid bone for the humerus and glenoid. After that all the four instances are added in the assembly mode. First, we added both the rigid points, and then we added the glenoid instance to the assembly mode. The glenoid instance is rotated about the Y-axis at an angle of -135° so that it anterior inferior position of the shoulder is the positive X-direction, after that the instance is translated 3 mm in negative Y direction. The second instance, humerus is added to the assembly database. Then the instance is rotated about X axis at an angle of -90°. And to obtain the 90° abduction we rotate it by -19.3° about the axis 1, 0, -1. The assembled view of the joint is shown in Figure 13.

30 degrees of glenohumeral abduction = 45 degrees of arm abduction

60 degrees of glenohumeral abduction = 90 degrees of arm abduction

To achieve 90° arm abduction, we subtract the humerus shaft angle from the glenohumeral abduction (60° - 40.7° = 19.3°).
2.5 Interaction properties

The interaction between the two cartilages is defined using node to surface contact. The humerus cartilage is considered as the master surface and the glenoid is selected as the slave surface. The property of the surface contact is defined to be tangential with frictionless contact and mechanical hard contact with normal behavior, which uses the Augmented Lagrange enforcement method. A study by Anderson et al. described the use of Augmented Lagrange method to enforce incompressibility. The humerus bone rigid point is constrained to the humeral head cartilage using a coupling. Similarly the glenoid rigid bone point is also constrained using coupling to the glenoid cartilage. Figure 14 shows the interaction properties between components.
2.6 Setting up different steps for simulation

In the step module we create different steps for simulating our experiment. Three steps were defined for the whole simulation. Different steps are known as Contact, Loading, and Translation. In the contact step the humerus cartilage comes in contact with the glenoid cartilage. At the loading step a compressive force of 50 N is applied at the humerus rigid body directed towards the lateral side of the shoulder. In the final step the humerus translates in the X direction i.e. the anterior inferior position of the shoulder. The analysis is a static type and displacement controlled to mimic the cadaveric study done by Kaar et al.\textsuperscript{32}

2.7 Setting up the load and boundary conditions

The compressive force of 50N is applied on the humeral head until the shoulder dislocates. Same procedure is repeated for all different conditions of the defect. We chose

\textbf{Figure 14}. Surface contact and constraints for the joint.
to select 50 N compressive force, because it has been reported to be nominal force needed for the shoulder to dislocate and it has been used in many shoulder studies as a standardized force. Both the studies which we used for validation of our model used the same compressive axial force.\textsuperscript{27, 32} Certain boundary conditions are set for experimental setup, as explained. The glenoid cartilage and the glenoid rigid bone point are turned into one set, which was labeled “glenoid” and the glenoid bone point is encasterd to restrict movement in all directions for all the steps. Then the second rigid body part and the humeral head cartilage are also made as one set labeled as “humerus”. The boundary condition for the humeral head bone point is set different for individual step. In the beginning, during contact step, the humerus set moves 1.2 mm in lateral direction (y-direction) to make a contact with the glenoid surface, and all remaining movements are constrained. Then in the next step, which is load step the humerus set is left free to translate in Y direction but all other movements and rotations are constrained. The boundary condition for the last step is, the humerus set is allowed to move freely in Y direction and is translated specific distance in anterior inferior direction (X-direction) to nearly 17 mm.

\textbf{2.8 Selection of variable for output}

For the study variables of interest for the output are displacements and reaction forces. We select variables of interest from the history output for both sets of the glenoid and the humerus. The entire variable selections can be plotted individually to interpret the result.
2.9 Mesh convergence analysis

For selecting the appropriate mesh we ran a mesh convergence study with different number of elements for the whole model and different number of elements across the thickness. To find the converging point for the mesh study we compared changes in values of peak reaction force with respect to the number of elements in the model, but the changes were negligible. Then to find the converging point for the mesh study we compared changes in the maximum values of von Mises stress with respect to the number of elements in the model. Then selection is made for the mesh based on the results from the study as shown in the chapter 3.

2.10 Creating defects in the humerus and the glenoid

The defects are created using a plane to cut the area of the bone loss defect. This is done using the TrueGrid software, in the block interface we define a place as a surface and one of the faces of the butterfly block is projected on to the surface. And smoothing is done for the surface and volume of the block. Four individual defects are made in both humerus and glenoid. The size of the defects is selected similar to the ones from previous study done by Kaar et al. and Itoi et al. Then we combine both sets of the defects and run the simulations for the arm abduction of 45° and 90°.

For creating the defect in the glenoid we used the same method used by Itoi et al. for different sizes of the defects. The defects were created with respect to radius of the glenoid, we chose 4 sizes of the defect which are $\frac{1}{4}R_g$, $\frac{1}{2}R_g$, $\frac{3}{4}R_g$ and $R_g$. As shown in Figure 6 above the radius, $R_g$ for the glenoid is 14.5 mm. The osteotomy lines for the defects are shown in the Figure 15 below. The osteotomy lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 represents the plane for the defects $\frac{1}{4}R_g$, $\frac{1}{2}R_g$, $\frac{3}{4}R_g$ and $R_g$ respectively.
The humeral head defects were created for four different sizes. They were made similar to the study done by Kaar et al.\textsuperscript{32} The sizes of the defects were selected as $1/8*R_h$, $3/8*R_h$, $5/8*R_h$ and $7/8*R_h$. The radius $R_h$ of the humerus is 26.85 mm. The osteotomy lines for the defects of the humerus are shown in the Figure 15 below. The lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the osteotomy lines for the defect size $1/8*R_h$, $3/8*R_h$, $5/8*R_h$ and $7/8*R_h$. Table 2 describes the value of the size of the defects.

\textbf{Figure 15.} Osteotomy lines for the defects of Glenoid on left and humerus on right.\textsuperscript{27, 32}

\textbf{Table 2.} Size of defects for the glenoid and the humerus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Osteotomy Lines</th>
<th>Width of Glenoid defect</th>
<th>Width of Humerus defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.63 mm ($1/4*R_g$)</td>
<td>3.36 mm ($1/8*R_h$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.25 mm ($1/2*R_g$)</td>
<td>10.06 mm ($3/8*R_h$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.89 mm ($3/4*R_g$)</td>
<td>16.78 mm ($5/8*R_h$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.5 mm ($R_g$)</td>
<td>23.49 mm ($7/8*R_h$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.11 Calculation of the stability ratio

For the calculation of the stability ratio we need to calculate the net peak reaction force acting on the humerus. The peak reaction force in the x-direction is \( F_x \) acting opposite to the direction of the translation motion of the arm as shown in Figure 16. The force in the y-direction is our compressive force acting on the humerus, which is constant throughout the motion. \( F_x \) will tend to oppose the motion of the humerus to prevent it from dislocating from glenoid. So the net stabilizing force (RHF) acting on the humerus will be \( F_x \). This force will try to stabilize the humerus motion of translation.

**Figure 16.** Reaction forces acting on the humerus, when humerus translates in anterior inferior direction (x-direction).
The stability ratio is calculated using the equation 4 given below. It is expressed as the ratio of Net reaction force on humerus (RFH) to the compressive load acting on the shoulder. Two studies by Itoi et al. group show that they also looked the reaction force in the direction of the translational motion of the humerus. 27, 67

\[
Stability\ Ratio = \frac{Net\ reaction\ forces\ (RFH)}{Compressive\ force} \tag{4}
\]

2.12 Determining the point of dislocation

The dislocation point is the point at which the humeral head comes off the glenoid. The distance traveled by the humeral head during translation step from the initial point until the point of dislocation is called the distance to dislocation. The graphs were plotted with the data sets of distance of the humerus in anterior direction on horizontal axis of the graph and distance of the humerus in lateral direction on vertical axis of the graph. Then we pick the maximum value on the y-axis, corresponding to that point x value was selected. The corresponding point on the x-axis is the point of dislocation and distance from zero till that point defines the distance to dislocation as shown in Figure 17 below. The instability occurs in the shoulder after multiple dislocations, which makes the shoulder prone to recurrent dislocation.
Figure 17. How to determine the point of dislocation

It can be seen from the Figure 16 that the distance to dislocation is 10.3 mm.

2.13 Different positions of the glenohumeral joint

The experimental protocol includes two arm positions, i.e. 45° and 90° abduction and neutral rotation. So we run all simulations for different combinations of defects at both 45° and 90° abduction considering the arm to be in neutral rotation. The Figure 18 below shows the position of the shoulder with abduction angles 45° and 90°.
Figure 18. The shoulder at 90° and 45° abduction respectively

Some extreme positions of combined defects with the large defect in the glenoid and the humerus are shown in the Figure 19. It can be seen that the arm above 45° abduction angle, cannot maintains it stability, as it dislocates completely for the larger defects at higher abduction angles. The Figure 19 below shows the two case at 90° abduction, with the largest glenoid defect (R) and the humerus defect 7/8 *R and second one is largest humerus defect (7/8*R) and the glenoid defect size 3 (3/4*R) respectively. In the first case, there is no contact between the two; but for the second case, the joint’s stability fails as soon as the load is applied.
Figure 19. Extreme cases with the largest glenoid defect and the largest humerus defect respectively, which has zero stability
CHAPTER III

RESULTS

3.1 Mesh convergence study

Figure 20 shows the result from the convergence study done for our model. On the horizontal axis of the graph we plotted the number of elements and on the vertical axis max. von Mises stress was plotted. From the results we selected 5 elements across the thickness of the cartilage and about 7360 number of elements. This point is described as the point of convergence, as indicated by the downward red arrow on the Figure. After this point there is not much variation in values of the max. von. Mises stress it can be said that convergence is achieved. As mentioned earlier in section 2.9, the plot for reaction force vs. the number of elements had no significance variation with change in number of elements so we compared max. von Mises stress and number of elements.
3.2 Reaction force

We recorded the reaction forces in x and z-direction from all the simulations. Their vector sum is described as peak reaction force, as described in section 2.11. This will help us to calculate the stability ratio of the joint. Table 3 shows the results for peak reaction force in x and z-direction for both the abduction angles.

Table 3. Peak reaction force acting on the humerus in x-direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humeral head defects</th>
<th>Glenoid defects</th>
<th>Reaction force in x-direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intact at 90°</td>
<td>1/4R at 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclined</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8R</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8R</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8R</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8R</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Isolated defects

The results for percentage of the intact translation of the isolated Hill Sachs defects are shown in the Figure 21 & 22 below, which are calculated with respect to the
intact joint translation. To calculate the percent translation we divided the value of translational distance for defects by the translational distance to dislocation for the intact joint. Figure 21 compares the percentage intact translation results from our study with results from the study by Kaar et al. at 90° abduction and neutral rotation of the arm, as a part of the validation process. The horizontal axis of the figure describes the size of the humeral head defect and the vertical axis shows the % intact translation of the humeral head till the point of dislocation. The comparison shows that the results for the 90° arm abduction has a same trend and nearly equal values for the percentage translation. The Figure 22 shows the results for the comparison of the results of our study and study by Kaar et al. at 45° abduction and neutral rotation of the arm. The horizontal axis represents the size of the defects and vertical axis represents the % intact translation of the humerus, which is calculated with respect to the intact joint translation. It is seen that for all the first three smaller sizes of defects, the distance to dislocation is nearly same, being approximately 14 mm, but for the largest defect the distance to dislocation decreases approximately to 10 mm. At 45° abduction the results are slightly different, the distance to dislocation for an isolated Hill Sachs defects are same for the first three defects, being 14 mm but for the largest defect it reduced to 13.6 mm. The stability ratio of the glenohumeral joint did not vary for different sizes of the defect at 90° abduction and neutral rotation; it was nearly same for all the four cases as shown in Figure 23. The same pattern is seen for the test at 45° arm abduction and neutral rotation, but the stability of the joint for first three defects is approximately 1% greater for 45° arm abduction as compared to 90° arm abduction. At 90° abduction the humeral defects have stability ratio
nearly equal to 43%. For the 45° abduction, the stability was approximately 44% for the defects.

Figure 21. % intact translation for isolated Hill Sachs lesion at 90° abduction and neutral rotation, which is calculated with respect to the intact joint translational distance, compared to results from study by Kaar et al.32
Figure 22. % intact translation for isolated Hill Sachs lesion at 45° abduction and neutral rotation, which is calculated with respect to the intact joint translational distance, compared to results from study by Kaar et al.\textsuperscript{32}

In Figure 22, the x-axis represents the size of the defects and the size of defects increase from 1/8*R of the humerus to 1/8*R. The y-axis represents the % intact translation of the humerus, which is calculated with respect to the intact joint translation. We compare the results from our study with the results from the study by Kaar et al.\textsuperscript{32} The horizontal axis of the Figure 23 describes the size of the humeral head defects and the vertical axis describes the stability ratio of the joint.
**Figure 23.** Stability ratio for the isolated Hill Sachs lesion for 90° and 45° abduction and neutral rotation of the arm.

The results for percentage of the intact translation for the isolated Bony Bankart defect at 45° and 90° abduction with neutral rotation of the arm are shown in the Figure 24 below. The horizontal axis of the figure shows the sizes of the glenoid defects and the vertical axis of the figure describes the % intact translation of the humerus. It can be seen clearly that the value for % intact translation decrease with the increase in the size of the defect. The values for the percentage intact translation in both the cases of abduction (45° and 90°) are approximately same for individual defect. The results of the net peak reaction force on humerus (RFH) from the study by Itoi et al. were compared with the results from our study. The testing conditions for both the studies were nearly same, both tested at 90° abduction angle of the arm but the only difference was the rotation of arm; we tested different defect states at external, internal, and neutral rotation and Itoi et
al. tests included external and internal rotation of the arm. This comparison was done for validation of our model. The comparison of results for the peak reaction force, RFH can be seen in Figure 25.

![Isolated Bankart Defects at neutral rotation](image)

**Figure 24.** % Intact translation for isolated Bony Bankart lesion at both the abduction angle and neutral rotation of arm, the values are calculated with respect to the translation of intact joint.

The values for peak reaction force for both the studies were fairly similar. It can be inferred from the Figure that the value of the reaction force decreases proportional to the increase in the size of defect. It is lowest for the largest defect in both the studies.
Figure 25. Net peak reaction force for the isolated Bony Bankart lesion compared with the study by Itoi et al. for 90º abduction.  

3.4 Results for combined defects

Figure 26 shows a 3-D plot for the distance to dislocation for the isolated and the combined Hill Sachs and Bony Bankart defects together at 90º abduction angle and neutral rotation of the arm. It can be seen that the distance to dislocation in this Figure is zero for two extreme cases, as mentioned earlier at section 2.13. Figure 27 shows the stability for all cases and combination of both lesions at 90º abduction angle. The stability ratio is zero for the largest glenoid defect and any combination with the largest glenoid defect and also it is zero for the extreme case with largest humerus defect, combined with the 3rd glenoid defect (3/4*R). Reduction in distance to dislocation is seen with the cases
of the combined defects. The stability ratio for the intact joint is 43%, which lowers down with increase in each glenoid defect and combination of the both defects. It can be seen from both Figures 26 and 27 that, distance to dislocation and stability decrease more for the increase in the size of the glenoid defect size.

![Graph showing distance to dislocation for different glenoid defects and humerus defects at 90° abduction of arm and neutral rotation.](image)

**Figure 26.** Distance to dislocation for different cases at 90° abduction of arm and neutral rotation.

It can be seen clearly from the Figure 26 and 27 that the combined defects do have a significant effect on the glenohumeral joint's distance to dislocation and stability.
Figure 27. Stability ratio for different cases at 90° abduction and neutral rotation of arm.

The Figure 28 and 29 shows the 3-D plot for distance to dislocation and stability ratio for various cases at an arm abduction of 45°. The results show that unlike 90° abduction cases, there is no combination which has zero translational distance. The stability ratio is found to be 1% higher. The stability for the intact joint is 43% and it lowers down to nearly 0%.
Figure 28. Distance to dislocation for various cases at 45° abduction and neutral rotation of arm.

The distance to dislocation for 45° abduction and neutral rotation has been found to have very little variation with the isolated humeral head defects and lot of variation can be seen with the increasing size of the glenoid defect and different combination of both defects.
**Figure 29.** Stability ratio for various cases at 45° abduction and neutral rotation of arm.

Figure 29 shows that the stability for the largest defect of the humerus combined with defect 1 (1/4*R) and 2 of glenoid (1/2*R) has been found to lower than that of the isolated largest defect of the glenoid.
CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the theoretical stability of the glenohumeral joint in presence of the two lesions (Bony Bankart lesion and Hill Sachs lesion under different conditions at abduction angles of 45° and 90°. The entire test study was conducted in neutral position of the arm. It was done using a finite element approach as explained in the chapter 2, which used static analysis with a simple translational test for the glenohumeral joint. The study observed the peak reaction force during the translational step and also the minimum distance required for the humerus to dislocate for each case. We hypothesized that as the size of the lesion increases, the glenohumeral joint’s stability will decrease, the results from the study confirmed that our first hypothesis in almost all the cases. We further hypothesized that the presence of both defects together will reduce the glenohumeral joint’s stability to an even greater extent than the presence of an individual defect. The results as shown in 3-D plots, confirmed our second hypotheses, as some of the combination of the defects reduced the stability to
approximately zero percent and also the distance to dislocation. The magnified effects were seen for translational distance to dislocation for combined defects. These results helped in understanding how the different combination of defects changes the stability and with little rotation of the arm, it may dislocate due to reduced distance to dislocation of the glenohumeral joint.

The validation of the model was one of the most important steps in the study. In order to validate our model, we compared the results from our study for the isolated defects with past studies by Itoi et al. and Kaar et al.\textsuperscript{27, 32} As discussed in chapter 3, the Figure 21 and 22 compares the results for the \% intact translation for the isolated Hill Sachs defect at 90° and 45° abduction angle and neutral rotation of the arm. The results showed the conformity with the previous study as the same pattern and values were seen with the increase in size of the defect at both the abduction angle. But the value for the largest humeral head defect at 45° abduction had a variation of 7-8\% in the value the reason for which can be the approximate geometry of the glenoid and being the largest defect, the bone loos can be different as compared to other defects. The other part of the validation was to compare the results of our study for values of the peak reaction force with results from the Itoi et al. study as shown in Figure 25. We compared the results for the test conducted at 90° abduction of the arm with external and internal rotation, the only difference was that we also described the reaction force at neutral rotation of arm which shows that arm is more stable in the neutral condition than internal and external rotation. The same pattern in decrease of forces was found in both the studies and values for the reaction force for internal rotation of arm were greater than external rotation in both the studies. There was difference in the values of the reaction force which can be due to the
approximate geometry of our model and absence of the soft tissues and glenohumeral capsule, which plays a very important role in contributing to the stability of the shoulder. The similarity of the result’s pattern of our study with both studies validates our model.

The results showed that the stability ratio for a normal intact glenohumeral joint is approximately 43% and 44% for 90° and 45° abduction angle respectively, but which decreased with the presence of the defect. For isolated defects in the glenoid, the stability decreased nearly to 0% for the largest defect (R) at 90° abduction and also for 45° abduction it decreased to 0%. The isolated defects in humerus did not affect the glenohumeral joint's stability for both 90° and 45° abduction of arm. The distance to dislocation is affected with both the humerus and glenoid defects, the presence of combined defects also further reduced the stability and distance to dislocation. These results have been found similar to previous studies by Kaar et al. and Itoi et al., which were used to validate our model.²⁷,³² It can be inferred from the results that glenoid defects contribute more to the anterior instability of the joint. Also the distance to dislocation is majorly affected with the glenoid defect size. The presence of combined defects, i.e. the Bony Bankart and the Hill Sachs lesion, furthermore worsen the glenohumeral joint's stability. When we look at the results of the stability ratio for the joint, the Bony Bankart lesion was found to be a major cause for the glenohumeral joint’s instability during abduction. The results also show that the glenohumeral joint is little more stable at 45° abduction of the arm than 90° abduction, as the stability falls to zero for combined defect with the largest humeral head defect and the third defect of the glenoid (3/4*R) at 90° abduction angle but not at 45° abduction. This was shown in 3-D plots (Figure 27) for two combination of the defect which we called the extreme cases.
earlier. It is clearly seen from both the 3-D plots for distance to dislocation, that instability effects are pronounced with the combined defects of the Hill Sachs and the Bony Bankart lesion, the distance to dislocation further decreased with combination of the two defects simultaneously. No study has shown the effects of the combined defects on the stability and distance to dislocation of the joint, also stated in the study by Kaar et al.32

These findings represent the results for the static model of the glenohumeral joint; the future findings using this same model which will include different positions of the arm will have clinical relevance. This study provides clear and detailed information about the stability of the joint and the translational distance to dislocation for the combined defects. Itoi et al. stated in their study that defects with 21% bone loss or higher will need better repair treatments which can maintain effective length of the anterior arc of the bone. This can be done through bone grafting or by elongation of the capsoligamentous structures. But the defects below 21% percentage of bone loss can be fixed by soft tissue repairs. Similar to the results by Itoi study, Kaar et al. stated that the defect size greater than 5/8*R of the humeral head will need a surgical treatment to fix the defect; otherwise it will face the problems of recurrent instability. The results of our study showed that, with the presence of combined defects the stability further reduced to a higher degree in some of the cases. It was seen that the combination of two smaller defects had the stability lower than that of the isolated defect size stated by both the authors. Hence, the treatment options suggested by them may not be valid for some of the cases with combined defects.
The limitation of the study was the use of approximate geometry of the joint; whereas the geometry obtained from computer topography scan will reduce the errors due to approximation. The study examined glenohumeral joint instability only considering the effects due to the humerus and the glenoid, but adding the labrum into the model will predict the results better. Another limiting factor was that the experiments were done at neutral rotation with abduction of arm; but considering the external and internal rotation of the arm will give us clear understanding of the glenohumeral joint’s instability while performing daily activities in our life. This consideration may furthermore prove our second hypothesis right as the humerus lesion gets in more contact with the glenoid surface, which decreases the surface area of contact for the humeral head. If we take these factors into account, the results will predict clearly about the various restriction of the arm moment depending upon the defect characteristics.

These findings give theoretical insight to the biomechanical behavior of shoulder stability in the presence of both humeral head and glenoid bone defects. This study has the potential to help surgeons to better understand the instability of this joint under different conditions of the defects if we look at the external and internal rotation of the arm. Better knowledge about these lesions will be helpful in the successful treatment options through further research, which will reduce relapse for the patient. Future directions for the study will try to look more deeply into the other factors described above. A labrum and rotator cuff will be added to the existing model and contact pressure and the stress in the system will be examined. The flexibility of FEA for our study will be an advantage, so that we can look at wider range of variables of interest and add more components easily.
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